
A GUIDE TO THE COMPLETE LACK OF DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN SECURITY

The Biden campaign’s volunteer resources have absolutely NO security whatsoever. There is no 
verification process for most of the actions one can take, and the website both exposes private voter 
data and allows literally anyone (American or otherwise) to input false information into the Democratic
Party’s system. Please see below for just one example (their phonebanking system).

STEP 1: Go to www.joebiden.com and click on the “Action Center” button when the calling campaigns
are active (usually between 12 PM – 7 PM EST).

STEP 2: Click on “Make Phone Calls for Joe”.

http://www.joebiden.com/


STEP 3: Select a voter group to target.

STEP 4: Set up your Biden campaign account. There is ABSOLUTELY NO VERIFICATION process. 
Everything can be FAKE, including the email address used.



STEP 5: Set up your openVPB account (the tech vendor used by Democratic campaigns). 
NOTE THE CALL CODE IN THE URL! If coming from a direct link, you do NOT need the call code,
but otherwise it may pop up. You can usually avoid this problem by just making a brand new account.



STEP 6: Set up your ActionID account to actually make calls. THERE IS NO VERIFICATION 
PROCESS. Every single detail can be fake, including your email address.

STEP 7: You now have access to the private information of voters and can input information that will 
be fed into Democrat campaign algorithms. Volunteers are expected to use their own PERSONAL 
PHONE NUMBERS and there is no accountability or verification of ANY information entered into the 
system. You don’t even need to make a call in order to enter data into the system!



COMPARE WITH TRUMP CAMPAIGN’S PHONEBANKING SYSTEM

1) Trump Talk is a self-contained app that requires verification of email addresses and phone numbers.
2) Volunteers who register for Trump Talk must be MANUALLY reviewed and accepted by campaign 
staff.
3) Volunteers call with their phone to a central server, which then dials out using a random number so 
that no volunteer data is revealed to anyone.
4) The system tracks the length of conversation and does not allow data entry until a certain length of 
time has been reached.
5) Manual audits are conducted whenever certain red flags are noticed (e.g. unrealistically-high level of
engagement, numerous unreasonably-fast conversations, etc.) Each individual volunteer is monitored 
and responsible for any actions taken as a volunteer.

FINAL NOTE: Clinton’s 2016 campaign used the same vendor (NGP-VAN) and had the same absence 
of security, which means that this is NOT a security exploit or a hack, but that the system was designed 
like this without any thought given to security at all!


